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Abstract 
Le Ferrand, H., Vector orthogonal polynomials and matrix series, Journal of Computational and Applied 
Mathematics 45 (1993) 267-282. 
Existence and uniqueness of the vector orthogonal polynomials associated to F(z) = C, zO~n~nAnXO are 
studied, where c, E 63, X0 E Cd, A a square d X d matrix. A necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence and uniqueness of the vector polynomial Pi is given when A is a regular matrix. The vector 
orthogonal polynomials associated to the resolvent of the matrix A are studied and the eigenvalues of A are 
computed by using the vector QD-algorithm. An initialization of that algorithm is given. Finally the normality 
of the PadC table of the function F(z) = eZAX,, is evoked. 
Keywords: Vector orthogonal polynomials; vector PadC approximants; nonderogatory matrix; Krylov subspace; 
matrix series. 
0. Introduction 
The purpose of the present work is to investigate the conditions of existence and uniqueness 
for the vector orthogonal polynomials. The polynomials which are considered in this paper 
were defined by Van Iseghem in [12]. We shall recall their definition and main properties in 
Section 1. 
Brezinski [l] has generalized to the vector case the Shanks transformation, and has found an 
epsilon algorithm, called the topological epsilon algorithm (TEA), to compute recursively the 
generalized Shanks transformation. Moreover, generalizations of the PadC table were obtained 
[2]. Thus there is a strong connection between the vector Pad& approximants, the generalized 
Shanks transformation and the TEA. In particular, as Wynn’s vector epsilon algorithm [14] the 
topological epsilon algorithm can be used, as an iterative way (but exact after a finite number of 
steps) for solving systems of linear equations [2,6,10]. Thus the theory of vector Pad& approxi- 
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mants, as shown in [12], applied to the function (I - ul)-‘X0, will give us an iterative method 
for solving the linear system X = AX + X,. 
We shall consider the function F(t) = C, b ,,c,znAnXO, where c, E Cd, A a square d x d 
matrix and X0 E Cd. 
In Section 2 we give some results about the vector orthogonal polynomials to such a 
functional; (in particular we give a link between the minimal polynomial of A for X0 and these 
orthogonal polynomials, and we express the conditions of normality up to column d in terms of 
projection). 
In Section 3 we examine the resolvent of the matrix A, i.e., F(z) = (I - zA)-‘X,,, and the 
use of the vector QD-algorithm for computing the eigenvalues of A. 
In Section 4 we consider the function eZAXO, whose Pad6 table is not normal, contrary to the 
scalar case. 
1. Summary of properties of vector orthogonal polynomials 
We consider a function F from a3 to Cd, analytic at z = 0, F(z) = C,,&z” where r, E Cd. 
Van Iseghem [ll] defined a family of manic polynomials (P,“) which depends on F: if F is the 
functional from Cd[[X]] to U?, defined by T(X’) = rl,, then the polynomials (P;> satisfy the 
vector orthogonality relations 
r( XiPr”( X)) = 0, 
F( x,+Y;( X)) = 0, 
r=nd+k, O<krd, i=2 ,..., s+n-1, 
(rCk) represents the vector formed by the k first components of r>. Let a,, a,, . . . , a,_,, a, 
(a, = 1) be the coefficients of P,“; they must satisfy the linear system 
: 
aaT, + * * * +arrr+s = 0, 
(S) ; r r=nd+k, O<k<d, 
0 s+n-1 
+ 
* *. +arrr+s+n-l = 0, 
aor,‘,kt, + . * * +arr!_tk;+n = 0, 
where rjck) represents the k fi;st components of the vector rj. 
The polynomial p,! (i.e., P,“(X) = X’P,“(X-‘)) is the denominator of the vector Pad6 
approximant [Y + s - l/r], defined by Van Iseghem in [ll], of F( z> = C, ~ ,r, z n. Therefore its 
existence and uniqueness depend on the nonvanishing condition of the generalized Hankel’s 
determinant 
r, *.* rs+r-l 
r,‘:l, . . . r(k) 
s+n+r-1 
(each vector row represents the d scalar rows of the components). 
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If the table is normal, i.e., HF f 0 for r 2 0, s 2 0, then the polynomials P;’ satisfy different 
recurrence relations [11,12]. In particular for a fixed s, the family (P;‘), > o verifies a recurrence 
relation of order d + 1 (i.e., with d + 2 terms); we also have a generalization of Shohat-Favard’s 
theorem. As in the scalar case (d = 1) [9], a QD-algorithm can be produced which links the 
recurrence relations of (P;‘), and <Prsfl)r: 
(9) 
P;‘(X) =XY(X> -s;+&yq, J-2 0, s 2 0, 
qs = 
H,“:;H,” 
r+l 
H;+lH,s+l ’ 
r-l 
(4 
P;“‘(X) -P;‘(X) = - C c~s,~Pis+~(X), s 3 0, r ad, 
i=r-d 
i 
4 2, + C,Tl 1 = 4f+ 1 + es+ I,r, 
(QD) ef,Tlq::r + ef:Jl = ef,iqf+, +e,S+, i, i=r-d+l,...,r-1, 
s+l S+l s 
er,r-d%-d+l = e,,r-dq;+l* 
Some results about the convergence of this QD-algorithm and about the convergence of the 
polynomials (P;‘>, > o for a fixed r have been proved in [13], when F is meromorphic. 
The following problems arise when implementing these algorithms (i.e., the vector QD-al- 
gorithm and the computation of the P,“): 
. initialization of the vector QD-algorithm (in particular if d is large); 
. normality of the Pad6 table; 
. convergence of the Prs. 
We shall approach these problems when F(z) = C n > ,,c, z”A”X, where c, 
d x d matrix and X0 E Cd. In fact we apply a matrix series to a vector X0. 
E Cd, A a square 
Studying directly the matrix series, when matrices are considered as vectors of d2 elements, 
does not seem to be a good idea as the following example shows. Let 
1 
0 
A= , c,=lforalln, F(Z)= ~z”I= ‘-’ 1 
tZ>O ! I . 0 - l-z 
If we write F(z) = ((1 -z>-I, 0, 0, (1 -z>-‘1, H,” vanishes as soon as r 2 1. 
2. Condition for existence and uniqueness of the vector orthogonal polynomials (r G d) 
We consider a square d X d matrix A and X,, E Cd\(O). Let f(z) = Cn>O~,tn be a power 
series of radius of convergence R, R Z 0. For z small enough we assume that 
F(Z) =f(zA)X, = c c,znAnXo and r, = c,A”Xo. 
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Notice that if A and B are two similar matrices, A = PBP- ‘, we have 
F(z) = p( c c,YB’P-~X,, = Pf(zB)P-‘X0. 
n*O 1 
Then in terms of vector Pad6 approximants, approaching F(Z) is identical to approaching 
f(zB)P-‘X0. 
We should not forget that the vector Pad6 approximants of Van Iseghem are an extension of 
those defined in [2] (in the case of the canonical basis of Cd): they are exactly the vector Pad6 
approximants [n + k/k] for k G d [12]. The d first columns of the vector Pad6 table have thus a 
particular interest. 
2.1. The case Y = d 
In the case Y =d, (S) reduces to: (aOc,AS + *. - +adc,+dASfd)XO = 0. Suppose that the 
matrix A is regular: let us multiply the above equation by A-“; we obtain the system (S’): 
( a,c,l+ alc,+lA + * * * +adc,+dAd)Xo = 0, ad= 1. 
(S’) has a unique solution, if and only if the vectors c,XO,. . .,c,+~_~A~-~X~ are linearly 
independent. This is equivalent to c, # 0, c,+i # 0,. . . , c,+&i # 0 and the vectors X0, 
AX,,..., Ad-lx0 are 1 inearly independent. Then we can say that the Krylov subspace K, = 
span(X,, Ax,, . . . , Ad-IX,,) is equal to Cd. 
Let us recall the definition of a nonderogatory matrix [7]: a square matrix M is said to be 
nonderogatory if its characteristic polynomial P, is equal to its minimal polynomial 17,. We 
can prove the following result [5, Chapitre 71. 
Proposition 2.1. it4 is a square d x d nonderogatory matrix if and only if there is a vector x # 0, 
such that the vectors x, MI,. . . , Md- lx are linearly independent. 
Now, the vectors X0, AX,,. . ., Ad-lx0 generate Cd, which means that the matrix A is 
nonderogatory and DA = flxO, flxO being the minimal polynomial of A for X0. 
Let Q(X) = a&, + a,c,+,X + ’ ’ - +a&,+d Xd; we have Q(X) = KU,$X) = U’(X) where 
KE C. If P,(X) = (Yg + (Y,X+ . *. +a,_,Xd-’ + adXd, ad = 1, we must have a,c, = KCQ, 
alc,+l = KaI, adc,+d = K; then 
C s+d 
a.=-cxi, 1 for i=O ,..., d-l. 
C s+i 
We can sum up these results in the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.2. Let F(z) = C n ~ Oc, z”A”X, with c, + 0 for all n. A is assumed to be regular. Let 
P,(X) = oo + olX+ ’ * * +o&lXd-l +Xd be the characteristic polynomial of A. The polyno- 
mial Psd, s 2 0, exists and is unique if and only if A is nonderogatory and if the vectors X0, 
AX,,..., Ad-IX0 are linearly independent (which means that the Krylov subspace 
span(X,, AX,,..., AdplXO) is equal to Cd). Thus we have 
d 's+d 
Pds(X) = c --(YiXi, (Yd= 1. 
i=O ‘s+i 
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Notice that 
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c n+l 1 C 1 
if lim -=-, then lim s+d = - 
R Rd-i 7 
REC”. 
n+m c, S-m c,+i 
Corollary 2.3. With the preceding assumptions, and if, moreover, 
C ?I+1 
lim -=k, REC*, 
n--j03 c, 
the sequence (Pi(z)), > 0 converges to PA(Rz)/Rd uniformly on compact subsets of C. 
Remark 2.4. This is not surprising, considering [13], since Fabry’s theorem tells us that if 
C II+1 1 
lim - = - REC*, 
n+m c, R’ 
then f is analytic in the interior of the disc 1 z I < I R ) and R is a singularity on the boundary. 
For example, let us assume that 
r1 
f(2) =g(z) + - + -*- 
Z-R + (= :R)n ’ 
with g(z) holomorphic in the plane (f is meromorphic with a pole at R). We have 
f(zA)X,=g(iA)X,+r,(zA -RI)-‘X0+ **. +r,(zA -RI)-“X0 
(I is the identity operator of Cd). Then we see that R/h,,. . . , R/h, are poles of f(.zA)X, 
(A i, . . . , A, are the eigenvalues of A). But in our case, contrary to [13], we can have poles with 
equal moduli for a fixed component of f(.zA)X,. 
2.2. Thecaser<d 
The case r < d is much more difficult: we restrict our study to the polynomials Pp (the 
assumption A regular is needless). We have the system 
(S) ( aocoX, + * . - +a,_,c,_,A’-‘X0 + c,A’X,) 
(r) 
= 0. 
If 6, denotes the orthogonal projection operator on E, = spame,, e2,. . . , er), (e,, . . . , ed> the 
canonical basis of Cd, the system has a unique solution if and only if the vectors 
6,(c,XJ,. . . , a,(~,_ lA’-lX,) are linearly independent, which is equivalent to c0 # 0,. . . , c,_ r 
# 0 and (6,(X,), . . . , S,(A’-‘X0)) independent. It is necessary for the vectors X,,, 
AXO,...,A’-‘X0 tob e 1 inearly independent, and consequently r G m, where m is the degree of 
the minimal polynomial of A for X0. Moreover, the matrix is similar to a matrix of the form 
r 
(0 0 0-0 0 
1 0 *.* 0 
,( 0 1 
: 0 -* 
. . \ 1 
0 
L 0 0 0 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
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Proposition 2.5. (a) Let F( 2) = C n ~ O~,~nAnXO with c, # 0 for all n. The polynomial Pro, r < d, 
exists and is unique, if and only if the vectors 6,(X,), . . . , a,( A’- ‘X0> are linearly independent, 
where 6, is the orthogonal projection operator on E, = span(e,, e2,. . . , e,>. Then it is necessary 
that Y G m, m the degree of the minimal polynomial of A for X0. 
(b) Zf the vectors 8,(X,), . . . , 6,( Am-lx,) are linearly independent, we have 
where the pi’s are the coefficients of the minimal polynomial of A for X0. 
Let us give some examples. 
(i) A=[: i], X,=(1, l)T, PA(X)=Z7x(X)=X2-3X+2, 
i 
1 1 
F(z) = - ___ = 
1 
(l-22, l-z) 
1-z’ l-22 (1 -z)(l- 2z) * 
For all S>O, P,S(X)=X2-3X+2=(X-l)(X-2)=(1-X)^(1-2X). 
(ii> A=[: 021, x,=(1, I)‘, 
G(z)=X,+ c ;AnXo=(l-I+z), l-Log(l-2z)), 
n>l 
(s+l) 2s 
P,“(X)=X2-3x-- ___ 
(s + 2) + (s + 2) - 
(iii> A = [i :I, x0= (0, I)‘, H(Z) = C $r”A”X,= (ze’, e’), 
n>o * 
2 1 
P,“(X) =x2- (s+2)X+ 
(s + l)(s + 2) * 
3. Resolved of the matrix A 
3.1. Vector orthogonal polynomials of (Z - zA) - ‘X0 
We consider now F(z) = (I - zA)- 'X0 (resolvent of A applied to X0>. In the applications, 
we shall be able to consider F(z) as the solution of the linear system (I - zA)X =X0. The 
function F is a rational function, whose poles are the reciprocals of the eigenvalues of A: 
(z-zA)-lxo= det(Z1_&) [Cof(z -tA)ITxo, 
where Cof M is the matrix of the algebraic minors of M. Thus we can use the results about 
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convergence given in [13], and in particular the result on the convergence of QD-columns, here 
to the eigenvalues of A. 
Moreover, assuming that A is regular, if Y > d, the linear system (S) is reduced to 
(a,1 + a,A + * . * +a,_1/4-l +A’)X, = 0. This system has infinitely many solutions, i.e., the 
a,‘~ are the coefficients of a polynomial of the form P(X>n,$X> where t3”P = Y - l?TI, (tl”Q 
is the degree of the polynomial Q). We shall restrict our study to the first d columns: yet d may 
be large and we shall see that computing the QD-scheme is possible by using the algorithm 
RPA [4]. 
If r = d, we can use the results of the first section: if A is nonderogatory regular and if the 
Krylov subspace spank X0, AX,, . . . , AdelXo) is equal to Cd, we have Pi = PA, s a 0, where PA 
is the characteristic polynomial of A. 
Remarks 3.1. Let us calculate the vector Pad6 approximant [d/d], of F: 
[WI(z) =ro+ $+, 
where u(t) = P,(t) and 
thus w(t) 
j=l k=O 
and 
[d/d],(z) = *d; ad_lz 1 “. +.:,,d ’ 
On the other hand, 
$oajtde'( irktk) = tajtd( Frk+jtk)% 
Now we have rk+j =LI~+~X, =_4j(AkXo) =AjTk; then 
~ojtd-j( J~r,r”) = td~~jAj( ~~ktk) = 0. 
In conclusion, 
+m 
[d/d],(z) = cr,z”= (h/i)-‘x,. 
0 
Finally, let A be a nonderogatory regular matrix and X0 a vector such that 
(X0, no,..., Ad-lx01 are linearly independent. If P,(X) = CfzoaiX’, then 
(I-A)-‘x, = [WI,(z) = ,:=,uad_lz 
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We can show that nAjxO ,= Irr, for j = 0,. . . , d - 1 and then the previous equality remains 
true if we replace X0 by A’X,. The AjX, form a basis of Cd, thus we can replace X,, by any 
vector of Cd. 
Thus let A be a nonderogatory regular matrix and P’(X) = C$x!,X’ its minimal polynomial. 
We have 
We recover a general identity of matrix theory [7]. Moreover the previous formula holds 
without any independence-cyclic ondition. Let us note that if I -A is regular, we get 
(I_A)-l= i=Ok=O 
a,+a,+ *-* +a, 
but 
then 
and we find again a result of [3, p.771. 
For r < d we can apply the results of Section 1: in particular PF exists and is unique if 
span(X,, 
Consider 
AX,, . . . , A’-‘X0) = E,. L et us define A,, an operator from E, to E,, by 
4x0 =fl,,, A,( AXO) = A2X, - * * Ar( A’-‘,) =A’-lX, 
and Ar( Ar-‘XO) = a,( A’X,). 
the characteristic polynomial of A,, &I + &A + * * * +@,_,A:-’ +A: = 0; then 
Pllxo+Pl4l+ *-* +&lA’-‘X, + S,(A’X,) = 0, 
that is, 
Thus P; 
&( P,X, + &Ax, + * * * +&_lA’-lXo +A’X,) = 0. 
is the characteristic polynomial of A, and the matrix of A, in the canonical basis 
(e 1,. . . , e,) is the submatrix of A formed by its r- first rows and columns. 
Proposition 3.2. Let A be a d X d matrix, X0 E Cd. Suppose that the Krylov subspace 
span(X,, AX,,..., A’-‘X0> is equal to E,. Then the Pad& approximant [r - l/r] of F(z) = (I - 
zA)-lx0 exists and is unique, and its denominator is 2: where Pp is the characteristic polynomial 
of the matrix formed by the r first rows and columns of A. 
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Corollary 3.3. Moreover, if A is regular and if r = m where m is the degree of the minimal 
polynomial of A for vector X0, then 
[m - l/m](z) = (I-24)-‘X0. 
The proof is similar to the proof in the case m = d after noticing that the minimal 
polynomial of A for the vector X0 - (I - .z4)-rX0 is also the minimal polynomial of A for X0. 
(We need here the assumption that A is regular.) This result must be compared with the result 
given in [2, p.1471. 
Let us give an example of a matrix A for which the assumption E, = span(X,, . . . , Ar-lX,J 
is satisfied for r = 1,. . . , d. Let 
A = [aij]lGi,jGdp with 
( 
ajj = 0, if i 2.j + 2, 
aj+l,j+O 
This matrix is nonderogatory and for r = 1,. . . , d we have span(e,, Ae,, . . . , A’-‘e,) = E,, 
because Aje, E Ej+ 1 \Ej, j = 1,. . . , d - 1. 
Examples 3.4. 
1 3 1 
(i) A= 1 2 4, 
[ 1 Xo=eI, 0 1 1 
Pi=l, Pi(x)=x-1, P:= ‘T1 x!2 =x2-3x-1 and 
P;(x) =x3-4x2-2x + 6. 
0 0 .** 0 
1 0 
01’. 
(ii) A = . o . ’ 7 qJf0, 
0 
1 -ad-l J 
Pp=X’ for r= l,..., d- 1 and Pj=cq,+a,X+ 
b, Cl 
Cl b2 c2 0 
(iii) A = 
c* -. -. 
0 
b d-l cd-l 
cd-l bd 
* * - +ad_lXd-’ +xd. 
P,“(x) = 1, P:(x) =x -b, and P:(x) = (x - b,)Py_,(x) - c,_,PT!_,<x> for 2 Q r < d. 
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Remark 3.5. The result of Corollary 3.3 remains true if we only assume that the vectors 
MXJ, . . . , Sm(A”-‘X,,) are linearly independent. In both cases, Pi is the minimal polyno- 
mial of A for X0. 
3.2. Initialization of the vector QD-algorithm 
When we want to use the vector QD-algorithm, we have to initialize it by computing the 
determinants Hz, (Y = 0,. . . , d - 1, which have a dimension at most equal to d X d. This is not a 
difficult problem if d is small, but if d is large, we have to find an other method for the 
initialization. In particular, if we consider the function F(z) = (I - z&-~X,, we are limited to 
the d first columns. The initialization is, in fact, the computation of QD. We write now the 
initialization for F(z) = (I - zA)-‘X0, and we should proceed in the same way for another 
function. 
For CY = 0,. . . , d - 1 and s fixed we consider the ratio Hz+JHi: 
(e,, A”X,) - * - (e,, A’+,) 
CT+17 ‘A”X,) - - * (ea+l,‘ASfa) 
(e,, A”%,) **a (e,, AS+“-lXo) 
I (% A”+*X,) h AXI) 
= 
(e, , A’+“X,) (e,, ksXO) 
. . . (e a+17 AS+a-lXO) 
. . . 
( e,, A s+a-lxo) 
PC* 
. . . 
(% 
A.i,lXo) 
Let 0 G k G cr; we set 
A” +olXo A”X, . . . 
(e,, A”‘“X,) (e,, A’X,) .*a 
qw’ = I( ek, A”+“X,) ( ek, A”X,) - * * 
I( e,, A”X,) . * * (e,, As+k-lXo) 1 
I( ek, A’X,) * * * 
AS+&1 
X0 
(% A s+k-lxo) 
- 
(% AS+k-lXo) 1 
We use again the RPA (see [4]), with z =AS+aXo, zi = ei, xi =AS+i-lXo. We have 
E’“,“’ 
o+l, a 1. 
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The Ep*) are computed recursively by the RPA 
E6”,“‘=AS+ff& $# =AS+i-lX,, 
@,a) = (s,(I) _ 
(ekt &f$) . 
gk,i gk-l,i 
(e 
k, g(&),k) &?,k 7 ’ > k > ** 
Thus we obtain 
qs = (e 
(y+l, EF+l’“)) 
a+1 
(e 
a+l, Ec+l@)) * 
It must be remarked that computations are made for each (Y independently. 
Some numerical examples will be given below. 
3.3. Eigenvalues 
Let us now study the convergence of the columns of the vector QD-algorithm to the 
eigenvalues of A. We suppose here that A is diagonalizable: 
A=PAP-‘, where A= , 
Ai eigenvalues of A, P = [aij], hi f 0. Let X0 E Cd; we have P-lx, = Y, = (yl,. , . , y,jT, 
F(*)=(I-zA)-‘X~= kalj&,..., ta,j& 
t I = (fl<Z),...?fd(Z)). j=l I j=l I 
The eventual poles of f,, i.e., if aajyj # 0, are the A,:‘. 
Let us recall the convergence theorem of Van Iseghem given in [13]. 
Theorem 3.6. Let E, = ( z;}~ > o be the set of poles off,, LY = 1, . . . , d. We assume that for each 
a=l,..., d, I zl”) < e-e < 1~;) < ---. Each function f, has simple poles. U ,E, contains at 
least m poles in Dp. fi,. . . , fd are r-polewise independent for r = 1, . . . , m on Dp. Then, for 
r= ,...,m, 1 
limqf=u,, U,~E IJ E,. 
s-+m 01 
Let us recall the definition of polewise independent functions [8]. 
Definition 3.7. Let fi,. . . , fd be meromorphic in the disc D, and let nonnegative integers pi be 
given, for which Cf= rpi > 0. The functions are said to be polewise independent with respect to 
the numbers pi if there do not exist polynomials 17,, . . . , ZId, at least one of which is nonnull 
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(with degree(ni) G pi - 1 if pi 2 1 and Hi = 0 if pi = 01, and such 
analytic through D. 
that +(z> = CiITi(z)fi(z) is 
Similarly r-polewise independence is defined for special pi if r = nd + k, 0 < k < d, p, = n + 
E,, where E, = 1 if 1 d LY <k, E, = 0 if k + 1 <(Y G d. 
Now, let K, E Cd, a = 1,. . . , d, and 
d 
d c Kaacr,jYj 
444 = t KfaW = c “=; _A,z * 
a=1 j=l J 
We assume that hi # A. for i #j. Then 9 is analytic in a disc containing the inverses of the 
eigenvalues of A iff Ci= iK,a, i yi = 0 for i = 1, . . . , d. 
If y, # 0 for all i, since the’ matrix P is regular, we have K, = 0 for (Y = 1,. . . , d, which 
involves that fi, . . . , fd are r-polewise independent, r = 1,. . . , d. In order to use the preceding 
theorem, we assume moreover that I A, I > ( A, I > + * * > I A, 1 > 0. Thus we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 3.8. Let A be a matrix with eigenvalues Ai, i = 1,. . . , d. We apply the QD-algorithm to 
F(z) = (I-ul)-‘X0, X0 E Cd\(O), and we assume that I A, 1 > I A, I > * + - > I Ad I > 0. Let P 
be the regular matrix such that 
AI 0 
A=PAP-l, where A= ‘.. 
[ ! 
. 
0 Ad 
Then if all the components of P- ‘X0 are different from zero, for r = 1,. . . , d, 
lim q; = U,, U, E {A,, . . . , Ad}. 
s-m 
Remarks 3.9. (a) The notion of functions r-polewise independent depends on the order in 
which we consider these functions; the strong assumption Ai f Aj for i + j allows to avoid that 
problem. Yet, with the preceding assumptions, we can have poles with the same moduli and, 
then, we have to make supplementary assumptions on the matrix P. (For example, if ( A, I = 
I A, I, we must assume that a,, or aa vanishes.) 
(b) By using the proof of Van Iseghem’s theorem, we can see that (lim,,,qS)-’ is the pole 
of smallest modulus of fI. For example, if a,, # 0, we have lim,,,qf = A,. 
For r > 1 we have no general result: the problem comes from the fact that if a pole is simple 
for a function but common to several ones, it will appear only once in the sequence formed by 
the limits (lim,,,(q~)-l)r. Yet, if A = A and X0 = (1,. . . , ljT, we can write lim,,,qs = A,. 
Examples 3.10. We compute the QD-algorithm by using the algorithm RPA (simple precision 
turbo-Pascal). 
A= [ 
3 12 30 ’ 
(i) -6 -27 -66 I , X0 = (1, 0, O)T, (eigenvalues: 9, 3, l), 
4 16 37 
q;o = 9.0003, q;o = 3 .ooo 02, q; = 1 .ooo 44, q;5 = 9.000001, q; = 0.905; 
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with X0 = (1, 1, ljT we obtain 
# = 9.000 18, q;O = 0.988, qt5 = 9 .ooo 000 7. 
0 0 0 
(ii) A = I i y i 
-24 
_zi I , X0 = (1, 0, 0, O)‘, (eigenvalues: 4, 3, 2, l), 
001 10 
4;’ = 4.0128, qi5 = 2.998 09, q;” = 2.0036, 4;’ = 0.989, qF5 = 4.003. 
Let us now consider the function z h eZAXO. 
4 . The function z c-, eZAX 0 
4.1. The vector orthogonal polynomials of the dth column 
We can apply the results of Section 1. 
Proposition 4.1. Let F(z) = eZAXO (z E C> with A a square d X d matrix and X0 E Cd. Let 
P,(X) = Cxg + a,X + * . * +a,_ 1 XdV1 + Xd be the characteristic polynomial of A. Then, assum- 
ing that A is regular, the following holds. 
(a) The polynomial Pj, s 2 0, exists and is unique, if and only if A is nonderogatory and the 
vectorsXo, AX,,..., Ad-lx0 are linearly independent. Thus we have 
(b) The sequence (P,“(z)>, z o converges uniformly to the polynomial zd on the compact sets of 
C. 
Remark 4.2. Consider the differential equation 
y(“)+a~_,y(“-l)+a,y’+aoy=O. 
Setting y, = y, y, = y’, . . . , y, = y@-l), we obtain 
I \ 
Y; 
1:) \ 
Y2 
Y3 
= 
, 
;:, 
-a,_, y(*-l) _ . . . _a,~ 
0 10 . . . 0 
0 0 1 0 *** 0 
Y’=AY, with A = I 0 . 
0 1 
-a0 .** -a,-1 
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A is nonderogatory and the solution of the system is Y(t) = e’AY(0). Thus the vector Pad6 
approximants of 2 - ezA Y(O) give us approximants of the exact solution. 
4.2. Condition for existence of P$ 
Let us consider the following problem: does P;‘(x) exist and is it unique for r > d? The 
answer, in general, is negative if we do not assume more on the matrix A. 
Consider the following example of dimension two: 
A=[: :j, X0= [zy], F(z)=e", Xo=[xoe~~lez]. 
Then 
X0 x0 +x1 ix0 +x, +x0 + $1 
Xl Xl ix1 ix1 
x0 +x1 +x0 +x1 +x0 + ;x1 &x0 + ix1 
Xl ix1 ix1 &Xl 
X0 x0 +x1 ix0 +x1 +x0 + ix1 
Xl Xl ix1 ix1 = 
x0 +x1 ix1 fX1 +4x0 
Xl ix1 31 A-5 
Since the last two rows are proportional, Hj = 0. 
We consider the case r = 2d. The coefficients a,, a,, . . . , uzd, azd = 1, of Pid must satisfy the 
following system: 
(*) 
(A is regular). 
Let us assume that A is nonderogatory with IIxO = PA = P where P(X) = C$zjXi, ad = 1 
and P(O) f 0. We set 
Q,(X) = FpIX’ and 
0 
Q,(X) = r j +T+ 1 Xj. 
From ( * > the polynomials Q, and Q2 are divisible by P. We also have 
X”+‘Q,(X) = E ‘j 
o j+s+l 
xj+s+l 
’ 
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then (Xs’iQ2(X>>’ = C~“pjX”’ =X’Qi(X>, (Xs”Q2(X>>’ is divisible by P(X). Moreover, 
Q&X) =P(X)R(X) with a”R = d. Taking derivatives, we get 
(XS+‘Qz(X))‘=XS(P(X)[XR’(X) + (s + l)R(X)] +XP’(X)R(X)}. 
Thus (Xs+‘Q2(X>>’ is divisible by P(X), if and only if XP’(X)R(X) is divisible by P(X). 
Since P(0) # 0, P’(X)R(X) is divisible by P(X). In particular, if P’(X) and P(X) are 
coprime, R(X) = I@(X), 
Q,(X) =KP2(X) = 
2,?+1 j~O[.;C~oq)xj’ 
then 
I 
Pi P 2d (i+s+a;)! 
j+s+l = 2d+s+lNj’ aj= (2d+s+1)1al’ 
The polynomial Pid exists and is unique in that case. 
Verification : 
Q,(x) = F (s :j),Xj= (2d+k+l)! ~(i+s+l)a~x’ 
1 
= 
(2d +s+ l)! i 
(s + l)$Ja;Xj+ $Jjru;x’ 
0 0 I 
1 
= 
(2d +s + l)! 
{(s + 1)P2(X) +x(p’(x))‘}. 
Thus Q, is divisible by P. 
Remark 4.3. Without any assumption on P, the choice R(X) = P(X) gives us a solution of (*). 
Another choice for R gives another solution of ( * > provided that XP’(X)R( X) is divisible by 
P. 
Thus we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.4. Let A be a nonderogatory regular matrix and X0 E Cd such that the vectors 
X O,. . . , Ad-lx0 are I’ mearly independent. The polynomial P&, s > 0, exists and is unique, if and 
only if P, the characteristic polynomial of A, has only simple zeros. In that case, if LY; is the 
coefficient of Xj in P 2(X> for j = 0, . . . ,2 d, then 
2d (j+s+l)! 
‘id=; (2d+s+l)!a;xJ’ 
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